Development of Reference Materials for Noninvasive Prenatal Aneuploidy Testing by Massively Parallel Sequencing: A Proof-of-Concept Study.
Noninvasive prenatal aneuploidy testing (NIPT) represents the first large-scale clinical application of massively parallel sequencing technology. However, no NIPT reference material (RM) has yet been widely adopted, impeding the development of quality management systems and standardization. Developing an NIPT RM from a biological sample is complicated by the low concentration of cell-free DNA (cfDNA), which implies pooling specimens and frequent resampling. We tested the feasibility of using DNA from immortalized cell lines of a woman and her aneuploid offspring to spike an artificial plasma matrix. Enzymatic fragmentation of extracted DNA was optimized to achieve fragment size profiles with a mode of 150 to 200 bp, similar to biological cfDNA. This synthetic material was compared with routine biological samples from pregnant women by a targeted NIPT assay in a multiplex sequencing run on a Proton platform. Sequencing statistics were similar between artificially prepared material and routine biological samples, as well as relative chromosomal representation, and no matrix effects could be detected. Estimate of fetal fraction (FF) was within the range of expected value, and aneuploidy detection statistic (z-score) was also comparable between both types of samples. Artificial plasma spiked with DNA from cell lines of mother and offspring is a promising strategy for developing NIPT RM. This type of material would offer the advantage of a constant and stable composition, allowing for greater standardization of NIPT assays. Moreover, it preserves the parental relatedness used by targeted assay to estimate FF by identification of paternal alleles in single-nucleotide polymorphisms or other variable regions.